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The flow in high-speed centrifuges has been studied in the frame
of linearized theory for long years. Three different methods have been
derived for viscous compressible flow with small Ekman numbers and high
Mach numbers :

- Numerical solution of flow equation by finite element method
and Gaussian elimination (CENTAURE Code),
- Boundary layer theory using matched

asymptotic expansions,

- The so called eigenfunction method slightly modified.

The mathematical assumptions, the easiness and the accurracy
of the computations are compared.
Numerical applications are performed successively for thermal
countercurrent centrifuges with or without injections.

2.

I. - INTRODUCTION
Rapidly rotating gi~i flow is of high interest from the basic
fluid mecanics point of view as well as from an improvement of centrifuges
for the separation of uranium isotopes. As no attempt to measure the
velocity profiles have succeeded at high speeds of rotation, the emphasis
has been set since a long time on calculation methods.

In a rotating container, the classical equilibrium state of
isothermal rigid rotation can be perturbed slightly by prescribing a proper
temperature distribution on the bounding walls, by scoops or by inlets
and outlets. As the perturbation is weak (small Rossby number) the motion
can be investigated by linearizing the equations of the flow /1,2/around
the equilibrium state. The flow in a UF, centrifuge is a high Mach number
flow, dominated by the Coriolis force, which means that the Boussinesq
approximation does not apply. Here, we restrict ourselves mainly to the
methods of resolution of the linearized system, which can be classified
a priori in three kinds : the so-called eigenfunctions method, boundary
layer analysis and numerical methods ; simple one-dimensionnal solutions
are omitted because they are too unrealistic (see for exampleRATZ 111

).

Historically, the first non trivial attempts were carried out in
terms of eigenfunctions expansions by STEENBF.CK /A / , PARKER and MAYO /5/,
SOUBBARAMAYER

/6 /

. Some improvements were performed for high speed

centrifuges by GING /7 / and BROUWERS

/8/

in

terms of asymptotic

analysis. Here we will try to derive a complete consistent solution matched
with the end caps. Later, the boundary layer analysis and matched asymptotic
expansion methods has been used to seek solutions* Several authors
(MATSUDA & al

/9,10 / , BARK /11,12 / , LOUVET and DURIVAULT /13,14,15/ ,

BROUWERS /8/) have investigated with various assumptions the corrections
due to compressibility. Our method /13/ , which consists in using matched
asymptotic expansions in powers of the Ekman number, setting the relative
order of the Mach and Ekman numbers in the Stewartson or detached layers,
will be considered here for comparison.

In the last five years, considerable efforts have been spent on
developping big computer programs : the linearized time dependent equation
have been solved by LOPEZ /16,17 /and the corresponding non-linear problem

./.
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by KAI /I8/ , both by finite difference method. The time independent
equations have been solved by LA HARGUE /I9/ by finite element method.
The first iteration (linear run) of this last work will be used here.
The purpose of the present work is to compare the mathematical
assumptions, the easiness and accuracy of these three methods.
2. - FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS

2.1. - £undamental_eguations
We consider the steady motion of a compressible viscous gas in a
cylinder of radius R and height 2h, rotating about its axis with
a constant angular velocity cO (fig»l)> Our analysis is performed
on the basis of the following assumptions :
- the flow is axisymmetric

*/t)0 «=0

- the gaz is perfect and its transport coefficients are constant
- tbs gravitational acceleration is negligibly small compared to
the centrifugal acceleration
- the shape factor P » h/R is of the order unity
The ridig unperturbed rotation state (subscript o) is given by :
V

= CÛH, ;

where

r

W

= 0,

U

« 0

is the dimensionless radial coordinate, p the pressure,

p the density, U,V,W the radial, azimuthal and axial
components of velocity and S the speed ratio

where Jv is the gas constant, T
mass, y

the heat specific ratio

the temperature, M

the molecular

and tMj the Mach number. In order

to investigate the perturbed motion, we proceed to the change
of variables :

./.
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The dimensionless number 4

(3)

analoguous to a Rossby number denotes

the importance of the perturbation. The set of Navier-Stokes
equations including energy equation supplemented by an equation of
state is the basic system of the problem. In this system, then
terms cf order « are neglected in front of terms of order unity,
the linearisation leads to a much simpler system, in the
rotating frame (omitting viscous fortes induced by compressibility)

t±

(4)

+ d- L (juT) —O
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(9)
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coordinate, £ __ u. / , p fa\a»r>

t h e

i s the dimensionless axial
E k m a

0

the Prandtl number, and

« number, Tr = JA Ow / K

Jx* £ ,**.,«*",^ *)

t h e

r e l a t i v e velocity.

Typical values reads at high speed

sa A0 t j S o

so that
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&
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1

— 0(4.)

«4

(10)
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2.2. - 52yQdar2_contUtions
The usual zero velocity condition is taken at the wall of the
centrifuge in absence of inlet or outlet. Otherwise, the axial
velocity is equal to the inlet or outlet velocity ; these inlets
and outlets can be approximated by sources and sinks in first
approximation in order to calculate detached layers. In the case
treated for comparison the walls are assumed perfectly conducting.
Their temperature is prescribed to be Tw (z) for the side wall and
Tf.(r) and Tf,(r) for the covers. The boundary conditions reads :
on the side wall : r •

1 . V\

on the top cover : z «ft

W

fo
\
lW;,fA

-

wall
for the ith
inlet or outlet

(12)

on the bottom cover : z • — 8
T - T (r)
2

III —

~"

V

u » 0* « o

J

v

IMI^ r >foT
K

W

a

l

1

the i? inlet or outlet
n

(!3)

3. - MATCHED ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS
3.1. - The details of the method and of the solution are given in /13/.
The cylinder is split into different layers (fig.l).
The Ekman number appears as a singular parameter in the NavierStokes equations. An uniform approximate solution is found by
matched asymptotic expansion method. The outer expansion of a
quantity g

corresponds to the main inner flow (fig.l). Two inner expansions
which corresponds to the boundary layers called the Ekman layers,
of thickness

L '* , along the top and bottom cover, read

./.

where

X

is the inner variable X = 3^-P-

Note that here

£-

is a function of £

on the cover

K •"* S:S .

equal to £„j e * ^ * -V'l>

,

where C^jis the wall Ekman number that must be small in the
whole

flow. Generally, at high speed, the local Ekman number fc.

becomes of order the unity, or greater : in the core when
the flow is diffusive and no complete

H£0.% then,

solution has been given in this

case. Fortunately, this region is of academic interest as the
contribution of the axial mass velocity to the separative power is
negligible. As the solution of the Ekman layer is very classical
/l ,2,10,13,... /

, it will not be mentionned here.

On the side wall (r»l), the existence of two layers one of thickness
OCt-w 3 nterged into another one of thickness 0 Ç.L Çf ) have been proved
by Stewartson /20/ . When the rate of injection or sampling located
at radius r

is of order 0 L ^ ^*C^*)J the existence of a detached

shear layer parallel to the axis of the cylinder has been shown
experimentally and theoretically /21 / . These 1/3 layers allow the
passage of the flow rate from one plate to the other one. The
Stewartson 1/4 layer ensures the transition of the azimuthal velocity
from the core to the wall ; this layer disappears in the case of
an antisymmetric problem, using Stewartson's terminology /20/

t

r(yï)

,.0-C-J,*) , *(*•>)- t(-),»iVf»,J> - ^
T

is the streamfunction'. This is the case
is

when the wall temperature

antisymmetric relative to the midplane z • 0. The expansion

read, in the Stewartson 1/3 layer located at radius r

+#T )>$+
L

and, in the Stewartson 1/4 layer

The corners of size 0(

fc

A

J

n

), 0 (£4

(,6)

* V*"-"-*/ '-«
c

) , called the Ekman extensions

are singular : there, the quasi-complete systems are to be solved.

./.
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The approximation will be accurate if the first term of each
expansion (14,15,16,17) is preponderant. It turns out that the
-2
local Ekman number must be smaller than 10 and the wall Ekman
number

has to b e smaller than 10 to be neglected. In the centrifuge ,

all terms of the expansions must b e computed up to the order £. /*»
which is the order of the countercurrent mass flow rate.
One can notice that the convrrgence of the expansions (14,15.16,17)
is not ensured but that the first terms constitute a very good
approximation.
The main features of our method are recalled here ; the details
can be found in ^3,14 / .
3.2. - Soluti2!l_is_tb£_§£ÊÏSE££2S-.lZ2_IâZÊÏ_^2_SïîâI_£iS£DfHS££Î2S
The Stewartson 1/3 layer has been calculated by assuming that
&4

is of order of magnitude the Nach number, so that

The resulting sixth order partial differential equation giving
the stream function reads for the leading term

«-Jo*

T

T

with the boundary conditions
Vb *2 "^4 2o
<

<

t.o

,0>

îr*0 and its derivatives bounded
<1)»0
»
/

where

^

a s £_•>_»• (matching conditions
/
with inviscid core)

}-*f

^-•-°
=.ft—

A

'

(matching with extensions)
is the inner variable and

V » * > - * } Op -0* ^*
lt

(side-wall)

C3>

*0

(20>

The solution isr found in terms of Fourier series ; for example
in the case of an antisymmetric problem,
ft©")
—
" ' ^
''

* -1 w t^)

(21)

./.
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This tern gives rise to a close recirculation flow of the order
£ '* in the Stewartson 1/3 layers. The non vanishing next order

corresponds to the countercurrent mass flotrrate of the order £.
driven by the Ekman succion condition, E Q E ) is given by the

/&

Ekman

extensions /13/ .

Remarks
1. Note here that this method' can be regarded as an >»i gen function method
in 9 as the conditions are homogeneous at the first order

d) °)
l

the next order vp '(passage of the mass flow rate) is rendered

and

homogeneous easily by a change of dependant variables.
2. The Fourier method is usually slcwly convergent so that Padé approximants
/22/ have been used to reduce computing time and improve accuracy
especially for detached shear layers. Then, seven terms are used and the
-3
relative accuracy is about 10 . O n the contrary, without convergence
acceleration, about thirty terms are needed and the relative is only
about 3 7.. When £

increases, the accuracy and the rate of crnvergence

of the computation decrease.
Typical values of che computing times on CDC 7600 are 30s for one
detached layer

with convergence acceleration and 10s for a wall layer.

Notice that the program

computing the analytical method uses a great

number of points in r and

51 x 11 to 101 x 11 in the Stewartson 1/3

layer and that the execution time has not been specially optimized.
One advantage of the met hoc' is that the computation is done for a given
value of the parameter tcQ^.llius the use of similarity
criteria yields the computation of a family of layers linked by a
relation with various K .i %
A

t

and fixed ft . As £. varies, the summation

of the Fourier series has only to be performed again and is very short
( n,

Is).

The solution found here is the sum of the development in £,

in

NAKAYAMA'9 solution /21/ with the same boundary conditions. But in /21 /
only the first correction due to the compressibility effect was computed.

9.

4. - RADIAL EIGENVALUE METHOD

4.1. - After the preliminary work from STEENBECK /4/,in which the temperature
was not taken into account, PARKER and MAYO lb I carried out the
following eigenvalue method:
- Séparation of variables is assumed of the form

- The boundary layers on the end-cap (Ekman layer or extensions)
were excluded as the viscous terms become preponderant and are
useful to compute this complete flow.
- Thi. region from O ^ r ^. I
No split between inviscid,

is treated as completely viscous.
viscous, boundary layer at the side

wall is made.
The solution is obtained at
u. » * - = 0

, ^ J

r • o with axis conditions :

m

'JjjL -so

(23)

and on the wall with the following conditions,

M, s *-= u5 =.0 , T » 0

(or £Lr

N
0

\

<

24)

Unfortunately, the resulting differential linear system of equations
with two-point boundary conditions,
is very difficult to solve
2
at high values of S because of exponential increasing values and
"parallel solutions" so that the determinant to solve becomes pure
2
noise. For the value of S • 25 , PARKER and MAYO lb I found only one
eigenvalue and one eigenfunction so that it was impossible to
expand

the end caps solutions on an orthogonal basis of functions.

Futhermore, no proof of the orthogonality nor weight functions were
given as the operator of Ibl was not simple..
JACQUES /23/ has derived a solution for a low radial decay so that
average velocities are taken in the axial direction, by integrating the
equations axially. By coupling with the Ekman layers and determining
thus the unknown constants, the absolute amount of the flow can be
computed. Unfortunately, this solution is insensitive to the
temperature distribution of the side walls, due to the small order
(4th) of the final differential system to be solved.

./.
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Then, asymptotic methods were used assuming

2
S > > I by GING

2

HI

and BROUWERS /8/ whose results are equivalent in the limit S _»>*o
Hence we will try here to give a complete solution using BROUWERS's
method. It consists in setting

X. «= * S * C * - l )

(25)

as a variable, in fact an inner variable.
2
Then, the layer has a thickness 1/S which is of the some order as a
classical Stewartson 1/3 layer if (fil)

S

« O ( l ) and one can

notice that also the thermal quantity y - rT - 2v » 0(?) present the
usual scaling of the Stewartson 1/3 layer. With this scaling, the
system reduces after some algebra to :
(26)
(27)
with
(28)
(29)
(30)
** =

(31)

QJfl

In fact, an equivalent system has been studied by LOUVET-OURIVAULT
/13/and by BROUWERS /8/; it will be solved for fixed* which means

that S - OCfcQT /*).
2

4

BROUWERS /B / assumed that this system is valid in a wide region, at
least in the long cylinder case, since it matches with a proper
Ekman layer, not at extension near the end caps. The core is assumed
to be matched straightly with a viscous zone : IfSL

-T^V

,_o

This is surely true for long centrifuges.
Here, we will investigate the matching with an extension and with
an Ekman layer. The system (26,27) can be solved in VU and leads to
the eq. (18) written in a new form.

./.
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where

BA - P (to a multiplicative constant) which has to be solved

with the following boundary conditions
2 s ±.ft

, matching with Ekman layers or extensions,

X—*>—*•

, applying the matching conditions with the core given

in /24/and assuming only

V « 0(i j

«JsO(4), *, bounded

away from zero, we find

'VL

«Ojo_ - ^ * « i

In terms of

a)

^

<>
33

, the last two conditions read

«.«o (wall), JU«IX-U)ÏQ T • T

(a), conditions which are

equivalent to

Now, to obtain an eigenvalue problem, one must deduce the
inhomogeneous part of the boundary conditions at *_->-o by setting

where

P ' ( j ) =7w£)and

<P(x)

«

^

[ 4

+

t *

Cx-Ol

The eigenfunctions fk (x) are solutions of the eigenvalue problem

3 * ^ + U ft =«.

on

with the homogeneous conditions (34) and (35).
£Q.(34)

are equivalent to those of BROUWERS /8/ with respect to eq.(37)

Putting (36) into (32), the system reduces to solve

"Si - »4 -fa0&J

The eigenprbblem for the thermal wind^juantity V{^ is the adjoint
problem so that
Then, multiplying the twoterms of eq. (38) by € ) % , " * obtain for ûj£
d

j i i _ ««si,,;.. f o) 4ÎS

(40)

12.
whose solution is given by

and

GilfL

*

s

a

(^/lÇt<<o)

particular solution of the linear differential

equation. In the case of a linear side wall temperature profile
this particular solution vanishes.
Remark : The eigenvalue A ^ D gives rise to a solution in the form ^«-A+3>iwhich can be considered either as a long bowl solution or as a
.
Stewart son 1/4 layer solution for short bowl since, if S* OCE~
^)
X

The solutions of (37) satisfying (34) are of the form

Omitting the dépendance with respect to It and setting*.

*•» = â* &„ a.
and replacing in the equation (37;, this leads by indentif ication to

C, « £2Ud
Thus
of
functions
(34)
and
(37)
reads
U S the
L I I C set
9CL U
l
1. U l l l . 1 . 1 U 1 1 S satisfying,
301191/111)',
\J*»7
UUU
\JI
}
1 M U 9

n

=°

K*C

Kso

<i

(45)

Forgiven 4, the conditions (35) give rise to a linear homogeneous
system of three equations for <X ,v ,Co
e

0

, and the equation for

the eigeinvalues expresses tuat the determinant of the system is zero.
This last equation reads as

with

«i

MO

-

£- ^Trh

(A7)

•m+n + V - t '
and 3\rtn.L is a third order determinant which can be written as

where

M • 2m, N - 2n + J,

P - 2p • I

./.
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The resolution is achieved by Newton's method, using to compute the
roots of the polynomial of degree 1 • 1, the already found 1 - 1 roots
of the polynomial of degree 1 ; the last root uses as starting point

b a t t i s a^.

a trial value so that

The value of the

polynomial is computed by HORNER's algorithum.The constant Ci is
arbitrarily set to I, as the determinant (3 x 3) of the full linear
system is assumed to vanish for the eigenvaluesft£. The last constants
a , b are solutions of
o ' o

so that the three boundary conditions are fulfilled for the eigenvalue
\ k . In the table 1, the computed eigenvalues are given.
The number of terms in the summation is choosen so that the ratio of
two consecutive terms of the sequence is small enough ; thus, the
series in (42 ) have already converged.up to the rounding errors.
Then, the eigenfunctions

fk and their adjoint Yk are computed by

U =|>^~ ^"

, < X

+

c ^ e « ~ > J <5o,
l

+

'kf.A

net

-.

^

_"\

The results are shown on the figure 2, after having set the asymptote
to I by rescaling. Note that H* is very close tod;.and that the zeros
of the eigenfunctions are intricated. Notice that as k increases,
| 1 ^ 1 does and the series giving fk and Yk get more and more
difficult to compute due to a decrease of convergence rate.
LAM3ALAMJA*
LAMOA*
IAM0A»
LAHOAs

-5.812807
-228.0873
-19b*.676
-9*38,013
-32J.29.36

Is
I
Is
I
Is
s

s

1
2
3

LAMDA*
LA?li)A=
LAM0A=
LA.10A3
k
5 ! LAHÛA-

-9'JS3<*.-7
-ZUttii.**
-4»6*»5G1*A
-•339*06.8
-161&250•

Table I - Eigenvalues of eq. (37)

I*
1*

6
7

1= a
1= 9
1 = 1C
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5. - CENTAURE CODE

This code uses finite element method which allows to refine the
mesh in the boundary layers and to divide radially the cells into equal mass
rather then equal distance.
This is a main advantage ou the finite difference method to
investigate accurately the boundary layers. The elements are quadrilateral
and the discretization is bilinear with respect to local coordinates. The
resulting linear system is solved by GAUSSIAN elimination using blocks. The
solution is assumed to be obtained when the refining of the mesh does not
change the solution. In most of the cases, a mesh 20 x 31 is sufficient
(fig.4). The first iteration (linear run)
The cost varies as *¥»h.v»»l

where

n»

a

n

d

is compared with the other methods.
ft»

a

r

e

t n e

dimensions of the

mesh. With a 20 x 31 mesh and an IBM 360/S91 computer, typical cost

/19/are

given in table 2.

Execution type

Repon
(bytes)

CPU
time

Number of
input/outputs

Operator calculus

500 K«

18min

3000

First linear r.'ci
(5 equations)

600 K»

6 min

3500

Further linear runs
(5 equations)

600 K*

45 sec

3000

Nonlinear run
(5 equations, n Newton iterations)

600 K»

n X 6 min

2500 + * X 1000

TABLE II- Computing cost /19/

6. - COMPARISON BETWEEN THE THREE METHODS
6.1. - Çom£arison_cases
The CENTAURE Code was checked initially /19/ with an antisymmetric
2
case of pure thermal countercurrent at low speed ratio S *>10 /26 /
for which almost no doubt could rise as the compressibility effect
was very small. The data read

60.6 cm
7.35 cm
400 m/sec

Height of the cylinder H
Radius of the cylinder R
Peripheral rotation speed u>R
Process gas U F
Gas pressure at the periphery
Temperature of the bulk of the gas T
#

1.33 X 10 Pascal
308 K
4

0

./.
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Deviation of temperature in end caps generating the
countercurrent A777*
°
Side wall perfectly conducting at a temperature increasing
linearly in z from T - 6Tat z = 0 to 7*+ «Fat z = H
Viscosity of the gas
200 X 10~« poise
Molecular mass M
352 g
Specific heat ratio y
1 -065
Prandt number Pr
0.75
Isotopic mass difference AM
3g
Schmidt number Sc = p/pD
0.75
0 3 3

0

9

The two results were found to agree better than I Z.
In this work, three other cases will be investigated.
CASE A : A pure thermal antisymmetric countercurrent case with

j

».2 - 25

^I
(

R

,/*
l*
2
2 £ ' S */ 0.16
"
A

Z

6^- 3.26 10 °
B - 5
The countercurrent is generated by heating the plate 3 - £
at a constant To+tT and cooling the plate ? - -/& at T -AT,
while the profile along the side wall is taken linear
between this two values.
v

J

CASE B : A case showing the profile of inner detached layer
S - 32

"j

2

r, - 0.912

I

h - 1.57

'

C«) - 1.97 10"

K /

2

y

0.95

8

4.37 10"
The code uses

/K &

A

2 g /

6

a discretized parabole using four meshes

between 0.903 and 0.916. All the input maJs flow was assumed
co exit at the same radius. The location of the injection
for the matched asymptotic method was supposed to be the
mean radius of the input mass velocity profile.

16.

CASE C : A

symmetric case

C with

S - !
£ w « 2 10-7
2

f

«2

T

- T o on the two end caps 1 =*Aand T » i + ÉTT
0

J

on the lateral side wall.
The other data for the computation read
f - 1.065, Pr - 0.96, M - 0.352, T &. 310 K
Q

Deliberately, the CENTAURE Code results are generally not
smoothed on the various figures so that one can see the mesh
points and we do not use a composite expansion in the
matching regions so that the different layers can be seen.
6.2. - CASE A
The result of the CENTAURE Code is compared on figures

6 to

12

with the results obtained by L0UVET and DURIVAULT /13, 15/ for the
axial, radial and azimuthal velocity. For the axial velocity, the
agreement is better than 3 Z in the Stewartson layer (fig.

6 , 7 )

but two terms corresponding to the closed recirculation (mass flow
rate of the order £Jf)

and to the passage of the mas3 flow rate or

countercurrent flow (mass flow rate of the order & w ) are needed.
One term VJ

will give an agreement of only 10 7. (fig.5). Using

incompressible approximation P e C *

in the Stewartson layer would

have been worse. For the radial velocity M
smaller than VI

' (fig.8) which is c

^

as the scale analysis yields in the Stewartson 1/3

layer, the CENTAURE Code gives an irregular profile probably due to
relative errors in the final Gaussian elimination as JUL is too small
The same result occurs in the Ekman layers for the less dominant
velocity which is now w (fig.11,12).For the azimuthal velocity (fig.9)
some discrepancies due probably to the slow convergence of the
Fourier series arise. This is confirmed by the fact that the
"incompressible" solution gives a better result and that no convergence
acceleration has been used here.
On the fig. 10, as far as £ ' v4<A
, the radial and azimuthal
velocity of order the unity obtained by the two methods are in correct
agreement.
./.
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Notice that if

O (1), the axial mass velocity which occurs

for the calculation of the separation is already negligible.
On the other hand, the mesh refinement is more crude when r decreased
so that non smoothed curves are- les- accurate. CENTAURE Code results
gives approximately a region of inviscid flow between

0 . 8 ^ K£

0.95.

For H, £ 0.8, as the Ekman number becomes not small and as the
aspect ratio is of order the unity, the hypothesis derived in /15/
becomes invalid in the diffusive region.
Thus, the presence of Stewartson 1/3 layer, of an inviscid core and a
diffusive region turns out clearly.
6.3. - CASE_B
The adequacy between the two methods is less good .
fig.13) but some important remarks turn out .
a) The detached layer is very thick in the middle plane ; as the
density decreases exponentially with %*, important corrections of
curvature must be done like those proposed by BARK /12/ . The
correction of curvature in matched asymptotic method should increase
the velocity in the center and push more the gas towards the
wall h,
1. This phenomena is qualitatively already a result of
the CODE and of the first oruer of our method.
m

b) The methods are sensitive to the location of the injection : for
exemple if one replaces the injection located at the mean axial mass
velocity ( K » 0.912) by an injection located at the mean axial
velocity ( H» « 0.9095) : modifications up 10% in certain regions are
are obtained !
One can expect that the shape of the profile is alco important.
c) The method of asymptotic expansions with the numerical solution
in /13/ gives rise to convergence trouble especially for the
azimuthal and radial velocity due to the derivation in the Fourier
series.
d) In fact the CENTAURE Code, treated a case with an inner cylinder
and showed the appearance of a wall layer which can be due to the
non-damping of the detached layer : notice that a l'/»o residue,
even numerical, can be important in terms of axial mass velocity as
the density increases very quickly. This layer can be also due to
the circumferential curvature effect. This point seems to be open.

18.

6.4. - CASE C
This case is a symmetric case at small speed ratio

2
S « 1 in order to

investigate the influence of the boundary conditions and of disconti:he corners
nuities in the
2 10

and

V

« A.Û , A * 4. /26/.The Ekman number is

{& * 2. In fact, this case vas run in two times one

with
T

«

To

on the end caps

T

«

To + A T

on the side wall

one with
T

•

To

on

T

-

To + AT

the end caps
cos (w*n\"\

The sum of the two cases has been drawn on the figi4. and 15. As only
the leading term has been derived for the computations the agreement
is satisfactory

for the axial and azimuthal velocity. The same

problems arise for the radial velocity profile as in the antisymmetric
case due most probably to the CENTAURE Code. With the prescribed
boundary conditions, the leading terms in the asymptotic expansions
in the core and the Ekraan layers vanishes so that the flow outside the
Stewartson layers is negligible. This fact is confirmed by the results
of the CENTAURE Codé in the core.

6.5. - EiÇ£-WÛLyLM£ï225

This method works fairly for (x* of unit order, which is in particular
the case of long centrifuges. Unfortunately, in the method described
in 4.2., numerical difficulties arise for small Of, due to a decrease
of convergence rate. In the cases computed here d is of order 10

.

For this reason, no comparison with A,B,C has been performed in the
present work.

./.

19.

7. - CONCLUSIONS

For the different cases studied here : symmetric,

asymétrie and

detached layers, the numerical solution of the linearized system computed
with CENTAURE Code and the solution found by LOUVET and DURIVAULT /13/ agree
satisfactorily.

The "so called" eigenvalue method seems

more adequate for long

machines. As the system to solve at high speeds of rotations is the same
as in /13/ near the side-wall, the boundary layer and eigenfunctions methods
differs only by the use of radial eigenfunctions instead of axial ones.
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5 : Axial velocity profiles 1n the Stewartson 1/3 layer
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